
       Thank you for choosing our special electric car tail gate system! 

Before you use this product, please read carefully our instructions, this 

manual will introduce youthe function of electric tail gate 

system.Through it, you can get to know well of our product and have 

the knowledge of how to use it.

Main functions

Parts list

Front track drive component location

Use instructions

2.

3.

4.

5.

Automatic open and close: To realize car tail gate opening and closing, 
convenient and safe
Intelligent anti-pinch system: In the process of opening and closing, encounter 
objects blocking, tail gate automatic retraction, ensure personal safety.
Height memorize setting: In the process of operation can be stopped at any 
position, the gate can be adjusted according to individual height stern door 
open maximum height
Audible and visual alarm: A voice in the process of opening and closing and 
tail lights flashing hint, ensure the security of the people and vehicles.
Manual operation: In electric system failure or car losing electricity and 
other special circumstances, it can be manually open.

Preface

Electric door poles (left)

The button in the 
center control

The button in the car

Detailed installation steps, please see the installation flow chart.

Remote control hoist

    Use the original car remote control 

key to easily control the tail gate, a 

key control tail door open / close 

automatically(picture-1)

Height Adjustment

        1.Tail gate too high： When the tail gate is too high,user can adjust to a 

proper height according to your requirement .Adjust to your required height 

,long press the button inside the car in 3 seconds ,hear two sound of beep 

.Then release the button ,the setting is successfully made .Next time when 

you open the tail gate ,it will go up to the height you adjust last time.

        2.Tail gate is too low ： when you set a low height ,please put the 

tail gate into a proper height with long button press in 3 seconds ,after 

2 sound of beep . Then release the button ,the setting is successfully 

made .Next time when you open the tail gate ,it will go up to the height 

you adjust last time.

        3. When you can not set the height one time ,you can just push the tail 

gate to the height you want.(this operation can not memorize the height)

Intelligent anti-pinch

         When open and close the tail gate,it can automatically stop and 

close when there is an obstacle to keep you safe.

Electric door poles (right)

After installation , close the tail gate by manual in order to 
realize the system updating.

1.

Electric poles

The tail gate control module

The tail gate 
control module

The button in 
the center control

The button in 
the car

The button in 
the car

Open and close the button in 

the center control

   Through the button,the tail gate 

can open/stop / close . ( picture2)

 1.open： Short press center 

control button, the tail gate opens 

to the setting position

   2.stop： In the process of tail gate 

open, short press central control 

button, the tail door stop, short 

press central control door button 

again, the tail gate will shut down 

from the stop position automatically.

Certification

Warranty card

Speed instruction

Installation instruction

Protective film(used when install)

wiring harness

The tail gate button open and close

   1. Short press the button outside 

the car can , the tail gate can open / 

stop/close.(picture3)

     2. Short press the button can fully 

close the tail gate.(picture 4)

    3. In the process , short press the 

button inside the car , the tail gate 

can stop , short press again the tail 

gate can fully close.

Light Caution

        Close the tail gate ,the light flashes one time and sounds one time , 

which remind you the tail gate is closed.

        Open the tail gate ,the light flashes two times .When it go up to a 

setting position ,it will sound two times  ,which remind you the tail gate 

is open.
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     3.Close：�When short press the center control button when the tail 

gate is open, the tail gate can shut down automatically

（picture-1）

（picture-1）

（picture-3）

（picture-4）

Caution:when you go up the tail gate and meet an obstacle 
power,please do not push .

Fuse(25A,special for 
car DVD player)
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